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Financial questions
end airport plan to
go carbon-neutral
ACK would
have been first
in the nation

“There is a very high cost
to construct this (solar)
facility with an unknown
revenue stream from it
in the future.”
– Anthony Bouscaren
Airport commissioner

By Matt Turer
mturer@inkym.com
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TECH SAVVY: Cyrus Peirce Middle School assistant principal Torrance Lewis gives eighth-grader Chevelle
Williams her 11-inch Dell Chromebook with her father Fitzroy Williams after an informational presentation in the
Large Group Instruction Room that was mandatory for at least one parent to attend Tuesday. By the start of the
school year every CPS student will have a Chromebook registered to them for which they will be responsible.

Middle-schoolers leap into
technology with Chromebooks
By Lindsay Pykosz
lpykosz@inkym.com
Technology is, quite literally,
being placed in the hands of every
student at Cyrus Peirce Middle
School.
This week, Dell Chromebooks are
being distributed to sixth-, seventhand eighth-graders. The laptop devices will be used for educational
purposes to enhance the school’s
learning environment.
“Our initiative is about making

sure there is access for all kids, for
all teachers, all the time,” CPS principal Peter Cohen said.
A Chromebook is a laptop that
runs on Google’s Chrome operating
system, and is designed to be used
primarily while connected to the Internet, with all of its applications
and documents being stored in the
cloud.
“It only uses Google Chrome extensions and Google apps, as opposed to Mac products or Microsoft
Office,” said Cohen, who is a propo-

nent of technology and focused on its
impact while studying for his doctorate at Boston College.
In 2013, the middle school had
three computer labs with roughly 25
desktops per lab. Additionally, a cart
full of Netbooks (small laptop computer for accessing Internet-based
applications) and a cart of laptops
were available, although the Netbooks were not reliable and were underutilized.

The program that would have
made Nantucket Memorial Airport
the first carbon-neutral airport in
the nation is dead.
The decision comes just two years
after the airport was selected, over
four other Massachusetts airports,
for the ambitious new program by
the Massachusetts Department of
Transportation’s Aeronautics Division and the federal Volpe National
Transportation Center.
The project ended in the face of
what Nantucket Memorial Airport
manager Tom Rafter said are questions over its financial viability.
The push to become carbon neutral was supposed to completely offset
the airport’s carbon footprint – stemming from its buildings and vehicles
– through a number of energy-efficiency initiatives and a proposed solar
energy-generation field. Exempt from
that would have been fuel burned by
commercial and private jets.
“There’s a very high known cost
to construct this (solar) facility with
an unknown revenue stream from it
in the future,” airport commission
member Anthony Bouscaren said.
“That uncertainty makes it totally reliant on the state of Massa-

chusetts to support it. It also would
crowd out a lot of other projects that
the airport might have that are
more important for development.”
The airport commission voted
unanimously to approve Rafter’s
recommendation to cancel the program.
Airport documents showed the
estimated costs for the solar facility
to be between $7 million-$9 million,
but the airport’s issues surrounding
the project stemmed from a lack of
support and consistency from Honeywell – a Fortune 100 technology
and engineering company – regarding the revenue expected to result
from the project.
According to Nantucket Memorial Airport environmental coordinator Noah Karberg, Honeywell, which
was awarded the contract for the
project, originally represented that
it would guarantee revenue for the
solar facility, and if that revenue
wasn’t initially achieved, it would
cover the losses until the project
reached financial stability.
Honeywell rescinded that commitment, however, as more informat-
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Ciao Bella! Launch of a boat
By John Stanton
Contributing Writer

MAILING
LABEL

Every boat deserves a bit of ceremony when it slides into the water
for the first time. This one was
backed into the water at the Children’s Beach boat ramp on a fine
Sunday afternoon, a bottle of champagne smashed across her bow,
while a small group of friends and
onlookers cheered.
“It was fabulous,” said John
Copenhaver, the builder of La Bella,
standing in his now-empty workshop Wednesday morning, where
over the last few years the boat was
built.
“My friends were there. People
who helped with the boat were
there. People just walking by that

didn’t know anything about the boat
were there. It was a real red-letter
day for me.”
La Bella is a Somes Sound 12-1/2,
designed by John Brooks in Brooklin, Maine, and based on a boat designed by the legendary Nat
Herreshoff 100 years ago. This one is
built out of mahogany, the hull mahogany marine plywood. It is a very
old, traditional style of hull that is
sometimes called a clinker. It is 15
feet, nine inches long, has a centerboard and a 600-pound keel.
“I had never seen the boat before
I started building,” Copenhaver said.
“But it came out even better than I
thought it would. And I still haven’t
stopped grinning. I read about it in
WoodenBoat magazine and it

seemed like it was the right size boat
and it looked like I could build it.”
Copenhaver likes to say that he
had no idea what he was doing when
he first unrolled the 20 sheets of
plans.
“It was pretty daunting at first,”
he said. “You start with a pile of lumber and some plans and then you finally realize it has to be done just
one step at a time. You just do it in
increments. I spent a lot of time looking at the plans and scratching my
head.”
He did, however, have woodworking skills. He learned how to make
furniture. He made a canoe and a
small skiff, learning how to make
them very light and very strong, two
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Legal appeals may fall away as
town and SBPF come to terms
By Matt Turer
mturer@inkym.com
A temporary ceasefire has been
called in the battle over geotubes
and erosion on the Sconset Bluff. In
a tentative agreement, expected to
become official as early as next
month, the Nantucket Conservation

Commission and the Siasconset
Beach Preservation Fund announced this week that they will
withdraw all pending legal appeals
between the two groups.
“There’s a recognition by (those
that) sat in on these discussions that
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CHRISTENING: Suellen Ward cracks a bottle of champagne over the bow
of La Bella, the sailboat her husband John Copenhaver built over three
years and launched Sunday from Children’s Beach with friends watching.

Custom Cabinetry & Distinctive Fixtures For Your Home

9 SPARKS AVENUE, NANTUCKET
508-228-2828
NANTUCKETWC.COM
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News Notes
Break-in at Grey
Lady restaurant
The Grey Lady restaurant posted via social
media over the weekend
that someone broke into
the Chin’s Way eatery at
3:45 a.m. last Thursday
and stole “a large sum of
money,” including cash
tips from the staff.
The suspect, caught by
a surveillance camera, is
described as a 5'8" man
wearing blue Adidas track
pants, a blue hooded
sweatshirt with white zippers, and running sneakers.
Co-owner
Callum
McLaughlin said the theft
occurred within five minutes of the night porter in
charge of cleaning up the
restaurant leaving for the
night, and it appeared the
suspect was waiting for
him to depart. The man
broke in through a window of the restaurant, and
stole a small safe containing the money, McLaughlin said.
According to the Nantucket Police Department
incident log, the break-in
was reported at 11:05
a.m., when McLaughlin,
the first person to arrive
at the restaurant for the
day, discovered the safe
missing.
Nantucket police Lt.
Jerry Adams declined to
release the amount of
money stolen during the
break-in. He said the incident is still under investigation, and officers are
following up a number of
leads.
The owners of Grey
Lady are offering a $1,000
reward for information
leading to an arrest. Anyone with information is
asked to call the Nantucket Police Department
at (508) 228-1212. Tips
may be e-mailed to
crimetips@nantucketpolice.com. For anonymous
reporting, call (508) 2283626 and leave a message.
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Airport: Uncertainty too much risk
(Continued from page 1A)

tion concerning the logistics of
the project, the environmental permitting cost and borrowing
costs
became
available.
“They’re not providing us
the information we’re looking
for,” Rafter said of Honeywell.
“Them going back on what
they said in the past about
covering lost revenue is very
disconcerting. It’s not the type
of relationship we want to be
in long-term.”
Karberg was more understanding of Honeywell’s decision from a financial
standpoint.
“I think their decision had
to do with how much financial
uncertainty there was,” Karberg said. “Financial stability
is a tough guarantee for them
to make.”
The ambitious initiative
was originally supported by
former Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick. Issues surrounding the project began
last year, when questions
arose surrounding a viable
spot for the placement of the
solar field.

aggregated three or four separate sites, or looked at more
remote spots, you would reduce the energy output and
add an extra cost,” Karberg
said. “You’re repeating a lot of
the infrastructure.”
In an effort to salvage the
solar field’s construction, airport administration and Honeywell looked at a site on the
eastern end of the airport
identified as a MESA (Massachusetts
Endangered
Species Act) priority habitat
area.
The area, protected by the
Massachusetts Environmental Protection Act and the
Massachusetts Endangered
Species Act, would have required the airport to give the
Department of Energy and
Environmental Affairs additional land at a two-to-one
acreage rate to replace the
protected area, which contains habitats for threatened
plant and animal species.
“If we used those 20 acres
we’d have to find 40 acres to
give back,” Karberg said. “As
an airport on Nantucket, we

“We outlined our different
building and roofing areas,”
Karberg said. “We talked
about our parking lot. We outlined a few disturbed areas
along the bunker site and
said solar could go there.”
Honeywell looked at each
area identified by the airport
for the solar field and eliminated each one for various
reasons.
“The engineering load and
angle of some of the buildings
wasn’t appropriate for the
panels,” Karberg said. “The
parking lot was going to be a
public hassle. Some of the disturbed areas failed FAA glare
analysis.”
The FAA requires analysis
of potential solar fields to determine whether glare from
the panels affect air-traffic
controllers as well as pilots
arriving on final approach.
Nantucket’s proposed locations failed most of those inspections, and splitting the
field into multiple approved
smaller locations to reduce
glare was not deemed effective.
“By the time you shifted
the orientation of the panels,
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STEAK
+
SEAFOOD
+
SEE THE VIEW
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Exceptional dining indoors or out, overlooking the harbor.

HOT OFFERS

the Nantucket Energy way!

HOT OFFER IS BACK
BY POPULAR DEMAND!

Refer a friend to become
our heating customer and get

$100
CREDIT
on your account!
(Get a $50 credit for all other referrals)
Offer good till August 31, 2015.
Details on nantucketenergy.com

8b Amelia Drive, Nantucket, MA 02554
508 228-6240 www.nantucketenergy.com

GRILL TANK EXCHANGE PROGRAM:
Marine Home Center,
On- Island Gas,
Stop & Shop,
Outdoor Power,
and our office at 8b Amelia

White Elephant • Nantucket
508.325.1320 • brantpointgrill.com
Live music in BPG Bar Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday evenings

25th Annual Golf Tournament

BENEFITING NANTUCKET COTTAGE HOSPITAL
Sankaty Head Golf Club
Sunday, September 13th, 2015 | 11:00 am
$1,000 per foursome | $250 per individual
#  "
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Airport: Solar maintenance a pitfall
(Continued from page 3A)

have limited navigation area,
so we were really worried
about that approach limiting
future projects.”
Airport commission chairman Dan Drake identified
maintenance of the solar field
as another pitfall for the project.
“(Honeywell) gave us their
written assurance that they
would handle the project’s future maintenance to take the
risk from the airport,” Drake
said.
But at a recent meeting
the commission learned that
future maintenance would
only be covered if the airport
put forth $90,000 of its annual budget toward carbonneutrality efforts.
“It’s disconcerting that
they provided us with such
different information as time
passed,” airport commission
member Jeanette Topham
said. “One time it’s this. One
time it’s that.”
Even with the disappointment surrounding the project’s downfall, the airport was
still able to salvage a number
of positive energy-saving initiatives from the initial scope
of the project.

The scrapped solar field
was supposed to make up 65
percent of the project, but the
remaining 35 percent contained details of an energy
audit performed by Honeywell, the Volpe Center for Environmental and Energy
Systems and the Massachusetts Department of Transportation that identified
energy-saving measures. The
airport paid $14,000 in order
to retain that audit and its information.
“Honeywell is giving us a
great product with this audit,”
Karberg said. “It was remarkably helpful. They identified a
really ambitious project for us
and for other airports around
the country.”
The project was put in
place under the Patrick administration. The former governor, along with former
Massachusetts Department
of Transportation secretary
Richard Davey, came to Nantucket in June 2014 to announce and launch the
implementation of 25 energyconservation measures for the
airport, many of which were
implemented.
The project included
$805,000 in funding from the
Massachusetts Department

of Transportation Aeronautics
Division and $600,000 in
funding from Honeywell.
Representatives from Honeywell and the Massachusetts
Department of Transportation did not return calls or emails for comment on the
project’s ending.
“It came out loud and clear
that this was very important
politically to the state in
terms of its relationship with
the Volpe Center,” Drake said.
“Several times they said
the new secretary of transportation was looking very favorable on this, but even if it
was revenue-neutral, is it
worth the risk?”
To the airport, it wasn’t.
“Was the goal too grand?
Was Nantucket too difficult a
place? I think all of those
questions will be valuable to
another airport,” Karberg
said. “It was a clear decision
that this was the way it would
have to go. It’s not as if we’re
never going to do solar, but
this relationship won’t move
forward because it won’t be as
valuable as the airport
thought it’d be.”
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NANTUCKET ON YOUR MIND?
It’s easy to order great pictures from

The Inquirer and Mirror.
Go to ack.net and click on Photo Galleries!

Charter
Fishing
on the

“Althea K”
Captain “Pete” Kaizer
Owner/Operator

e!
Fis h ar e bit ing – It’s tim

30 Years Experience

Striped Bass • Blue Fish • Tuna • Shark • Cod Fishing • Fly Fishing
a great day on the water and Whale Watching

CREW APPRECIATION DAY

508-325-2167 For Reservations
www.altheaksportfishing.com • ackfish@gmail.com

SERVING LUNCH AND DINNER DAILY
Lunch 11:30 ’til 4pm
Dinner 5pm ’til Close

BUCK-A-SHUCK 3-5PM
Clams • Oysters • Shrimp

Miacomet: Policy questions
(Continued from page 5A)

ceptable. With a new clubhouse and proper planning
and construction, the lounge
area could always be open for
public/member use even if a
closed function is going on.
3. What is a reasonable
amount of money to spend
on the clubhouse project?
• Robert Gardner: $500 a
square foot.
• Richard Glidden: I do not
think “reasonable” should be
part of the question. Bidding
procedures preclude anything
from being reasonable. We
need to design a building that
will serve the golfing community for the next 50 years and
go from there.
• Allen Reinhard: A consensus of answers to the first
14 questions should generate
the square footage we want to
build and could be projected
into a cost estimate. How
much the Land Bank should
contribute is the real question. A clubhouse at Miacomet
must be measured by the
broader public benefit as
spelled out in our act. We are
talking about improving infrastructure we own for the
benefit of the public as opposed to our mission as
spelled out in our act. There
are several competing community needs such as affordable housing. My concern is
spending excessive Land
Bank receipts for a clubhouse
that benefits a small segment
of the public. We have already
set aside over $2 million. The
full cost of a new clubhouse
facility needs to be shared
with the beneficiaries. The
process we are undertaking
will determine how much this
project will cost. When we undertake this project will be determined
when
the

commission agrees what we
feel we need to build and how
it will be paid for.
• John Stackpole: I would
be hesitant to come up with
this without being close to
having an agreement or consensus on just what it is that
we are going to accomplish. A
few years ago $4 million to $5
million sounded about right,
but I think we are now looking at a different concept and
I'm not sure what that translates to in today's marketplace or financial conditions.
4. How should the clubhouse be paid for, i.e. borrowing,
membership
increases, greens-fees increases, etc.?
• Robert Gardner: All of
the above have to be in the
mix regardless if they are implemented. My sense is that
dues increases will not be
well-received. I don’t like the
idea of member assessments.
• Richard Glidden: I like
the idea of borrowing against
anticipated
golfing
and
restaurant revenues. New
membership fees could be increased as older members
give up their memberships.
In-season rates could be increased as the demand is
overwhelming. I would like to
see projections from the clubhouse financial committee.
• Allen Reinhard: The cost
of the project needs to be
shared by the Land Bank and
the beneficiaries of the project. I would like to see
whether the cost of the project
can be linked to the profit of
the operation over time.
• John Stackpole: I am reluctant to raise fees and price
ourselves out of the market or
into a different marketplace
altogether. I believe membership replacements, not increases, could play into it, also

5. Should the Land
Bank construct employee
housing before building
or renovating the clubhouse?
• Robert Gardner: We
should build housing when it
is needed.
• Richard Glidden: Housing needs to be considered as
a separate issue.
• Allen Reinhard: The
commission needs to look
closely at the housing needs
for golf staff. A larger clubhouse facility implies more
employees. We need to look at
current and potential staffhousing needs. Staff housing
needs to be considered as part
of any clubhouse expansion
and planned for in conjunction.
• John Stackpole: This is
an important issue, but a secondary one to the clubhouse
and needs to be addressed no
matter what the clubhouse
decision is – therefore it
should have no bearing on the
discussions at hand and
should be treated on its own
merits and with a view toward all Land Bank employee
housing.

Souza’s Seafood

LOBSTERS
FLOUNDER
HALIBUT
SALMON
NANTUCKET CODFISH

4 Bathing Beach Rd. • 508-228-2279 • thejetties.com

increases in revenues by offering more, not by increasing
prices of offerings. We should
not shy away from borrowing,
as I believe the income from
operations in good years will
pay for the work being contemplated. We can creatively
finance over a longer period
with balloon payments due
after 10 or 15 years, which in
turn can be refinanced if necessary. The Land Bank would,
of course, be the overall signatory to guarantee the financing, but operationally we are
in a position to do a great job
of carrying the costs.

GRAY SOLE
SWORDFISH
TUNA
SEA SCALLOPS

LOBSTER DINNERS
TO-GO
at Bartlett’s Farm
1¼ lb lobster with cracked claws, ear of
corn and red bliss potatoes, served with
fresh lemon and butter. $29.99
Add a cup of New England clam chowder for $4
Add a half dozen steamed littleneck clams for $6

Call ahead, order on-line or just come out
after 2pm every day.

33 BARTLETT FARM RD.

508.228.9403

Everyday 8-7

RAFAEL

OSONA

AUCTION

Saturday, Aug. 29th at 9:30am
PREVIEW: Thurs. & Fri. August 27 & 28 from 10 - 5pm
at the American Legion Hall, 21 Washington Street

Joan Albaugh

José Fabri-Canti

D. & R. Beer
Sybil Goldsmith

Campaign

Emily Hoffmeier
2 Tom Mielko

Over
400
Items!
David Lazarus

Lobsters Cooked to Order!
Tuckernuck Littlenecks and Cherrystones, Clam Chowder, Stuffers, Patés, Ice & Gift Certificates
Cooked Shrimp – Medium & Jumbo

Megafish Winner
Bob Cross

Prize
1 lb. Codfish
No purchase necessary

Open
7 Days a Week
9am-7pm
508-228-9140

23 Trotters Lane
Handicapped Accessible
Look for the Lobster Flag!

South Seas

David Lazarus

Nikita
Carpenko

Mellie Cooper

South Seas

Lic. 366

NantucketAuctions.com 508-228-3942

